Abstract: Using precise times of every spike, spiking supervised learning has more effects on complex spatial-temporal pattern than supervised learning only through neuronal firing rates. The purpose of spiking supervised learning after spatial-temporal encoding is to emit desired spike trains with precise times. Existing algorithms of spiking supervised learning have excellent performances, but mechanisms of them still have some problems, such as the limitation of neuronal types and complex computation. Based on an online regulative mechanism of biological synapses, this paper proposes an online supervised learning algorithm of multiple spike trains for spiking neural networks. The proposed algorithm with a spatial-temporal transformation can make a simple direct regulation of synaptic weights as soon as firing time of an output spike is obtained. Besides, it is also not restricted by types of spiking neuron models. Relationship among desired output, actual output and input spike trains is firstly analyzed and synthesized to simply select a unit of pair-spike for a direct regulation. And then a computational method is constructed based on simple triple spikes using this direct regulation. Compared with other learning algorithms, results of experiments show that proposed algorithm has higher learning accuracy and efficiency.
, where F is the number of spikes, is a Dirac delta function, if , or otherwise. is fth spike firing time. Input spike train can be expressed as , actual spike train is and desired spike train is .
For one spike at in the supervised layer, membrane potential after firing this spike will change to a setting constant immediately in typical spiking neuronal models. Thus, can be seen as a relative recurrent process, where every interval between two nearest desired output spikes is a step. The divide of intervals for desired spike train is shown in Fig. 2 , an interval of one step is called desired time interval (DTI). The first DTI can be expressed as , the nth spike is . With the same method, an interval of one step at in output layer is called actual time interval (ATI). The first ATI is expressed as , the nth spike is . All time intervals of spike trains are divided based on DTI in this section due to desired spike trains as a symbol of successful learning is related to all spikes in a DTI. Besides, DTI as a basic interval is analyzed to construct supervised learning algorithm based on differences between desired and actual output spikes in one DT I expediently . Spikes of in a DTI can be discussed in two types. In first type, an actual output spike at is produced by input spikes in a DTI at all. For example, firing time of the first actual output spike at is earlier than firing time of first desired output spike at . In this example, an interval of time between and is called general actual time interval (GAT I). When the number of actual output spikes is more than one in a DTI, all these actual output spikes are produced by input spikes in this DTI.
Intervals of time between two nearest actual output spikes are also called GAT I. In second type, an actual output spike at is not all produced by input spikes in a DTI in the second type. It means that this actual output spike at is fired in next DTI and produced by input spikes in current DTI partly or at all. For example, firing time of at is later than at . In this example, an interval of time between 0 and is called special actual time interval (SATI). When an actual output spike of this type is not the first one at , the interval between prior actual output spike and current actual output spike also is SAT I. If the number of actual output spikes in one DTI is more than one, actual output spikes except first one are all produced by input spikes in this DTI. Intervals of time between two nearest actual output spikes are GAT I. Moreover, it should be noted that the first actual output spike in current DTI may not be produced by input spikes of prior DTI, which is similar to the first type. Fig. 3 is an example of divide of intervals for actual spike train with an enough big rate of input spike trains. It can be seen that four ATI are existed at actual output train, with two GAT I, and , and two SAT I, and . Fig.4 , where is a FITI, and are MITI, and are LITI. ; and the interval from last actual output spike to current desired output spike is last input time interval (LITI), e.g. and which equals to a DTI.
A simple direct selection and computation method of spikes
Selection and computation method of spikes in many traditional algorithms such as ReSuMe, SPAN, PSD, ST KLR and etc.
are all the same [31] . In order to calculate distances between actual and desired output spikes to regulate weights, connections between input and output spikes which all have relations with synaptic weights are used. Due to input spikes in one DTI (or ATI) produce a desired output spike (or an actual output spike), all input spikes in DTI (or ATI) are calculated generally when one output spike comes. There are two time intervals used, one is between an input spike and a desired output spike, the other is between an input spike and an actual output spike. Differences between the two time intervals with conversion and transformation or not are calculated to regulate a weight. As a result, every input spike before both last desired output spike and last actual output spike is calculated in twice, one time of twice calculations is to increase the value of synaptic weight and the other one is to decrease this value. Input spike used once is in last DTI (or ATI). The basic rule of this method is that synaptic weight will be decreased if an actual output spike is early than a desired output spike while this weight is increased if an actual output spike is early than a desired output spike [23] . The accuracy and efficiency of above rule are proved by experiments of many algorithms. However, problems of this rule still exist in actual calculations. As it can be seen in Fig.5 , input spikes before actual output spike in GATI are used to decrease synaptic weight while input spikes before a desired output spike in this DTI is calculated to increase this weight.
Due to is before than , this weight should be decreased. However, this weight can be able to increase by traditional method, which is opposite to correct regulation that supervised layer desired. Because input spikes before in FITI are used twice, one is for increasing and the other one is for decreasing, while input spikes after but before in LITI are used just once for decreasing in online learning. Online pattern of supervised learning using this rule can be thought overlaps locally [31, 33] , but a globally basic reason is that numbers of input spikes used in two parts have difference. In this example of Fig.5 , the number of input spikes used for is more than the number for in DTI. In other words, using common number of input spikes to regulate synaptic weight is necessary for supervised learning, which can make a common condition for two parts of supervised learning. With the same reason, there is also a mistake when is before than .
Fig.6.
The si mple direct selection and computation method of spikes. Every input spike in each DTI or ATI is only used once to calculate regulated value of a synaptic weight directly, which can be seen as a result of two regulations using a unit of spikes, an increment made by a desired output spike and a decrement made by an actual output spike.
Actually, the rule of many algorithms used in online learning is same with in offline learning. In offline learning, common number of input spikes is used in two parts of supervised learning. Here, a common WH rule that is also known as Delta rule is used to regulate synaptic weights [25, 27, 29, 31] . The changed value of ith synaptic weight △wi from presynaptic neuron to postsynaptic neuron is regulated as follows:
, where is an input spike train transferred through synapse i, is an actual output spike train, is a desired output spike train. At t time, is expressed as:
, where is an input train, is an actual output train, is a desired output train. Formalized Eq. (4) can be represented as:
, where is a kernel function such as Gaussian, Laplace, alpha and exponential kernels. Thus, Eq. (6) is expressed as:
, where denotes the firing time of fth input spike, denotes the firing time of mth desired output spike, is the firing time of nth actual output spike. The mth desired output is denoted as the first desired output spike after fth input spike, the nth desired output is denoted as the first desired output spike after fth input spike. From Eq. (8), it can be known at t time that
. Based on Eq. (9), synaptic weight at t time will be increased when mth desired output spike is before than nth actual output spike. This weight will be decreased conversely. Thus, the function of every input spike is certain for synaptic weight when firing times of actual output spikes are obtained in a DTI. Besides, input spikes for a corresponding desired output spike and an actual output spike can be ensured only after firing times of actual output spikes are obtained in one DT I. Firing time is in a DTI with when an input spike is in FITI or MITI. In this condition, the distance between and is shorter than the distance between and . is decreased. Firing time is also in a DT I with when an input spike is in LITI.
In this condition, the distance between and is longer than the distance between and when exists, is increased. The condition that firing time is not in the DTI with is same with the condition that an input spike is in LITI. in this condition is increased. Based on above three conditions, it can be concluded that is increased when the first output spike is actual output spike while is increased when the first output spike is actual output spike. Firing time of an input spike can make a decision to increase or decrease synaptic weight when the first output spike after this input spike is known.
When the selection method is known, the rest question is how to make a computation. No matter how long the distance between and is in a DT I, it is 0 when supervised learning is successful. It means that the distance between and equals to the distance between and . Due to and are known before supervised learning, is a constant. approaches when the distance between and from approaches 0. This is usually an iterative process. In this process, input spikes in FITI and MIT I are used for firstly when the learning is unsuccessful. Then, they are used for to judge the success of learning when equals . For example, input spikes in GAT I before are used to increase synaptic weight in Fig.5 . Then, these spikes are used to decrease synaptic weight when closes to . 
. According to above analyses, a simple direct selection and computation method of spikes in online pattern can be designed. The method can be described that one input spike is only used once to regulate synaptic weight depending on first output spike after it at one learning epoch. The input spike and its output spike constitute a unit of pair-spike. Input spikes after all output spikes in neither DTI nor ATI are not taken into calculation. Because no one output spike after them exists or they have no effect on output spikes. It is shown in Fig.6 that input spikes in FITI before should be used to increase synaptic weight in the example of Fig.5 , while input spikes after but before in LITI should be used to decrease synaptic weight. Besides, one condition that the number of spikes at an actual output train does not equal to number of spikes at a desired output train can occur. It usually makes desired and actual output spikes could not be one to one correspondence [3 1]. Being different from a method in [31] , this condition here can be seen that firing time of the output spike corresponding at the other output spike train is positive infinity.
Triple-spikes-driven based on proportion
Regulation rule in Eq. (10) is not holonomic. In Fig.6 , when the length between an input spike and actual output spike of FIT I is a constant in one DTI, the decrement of weight could not be varied with changed length of FITI; when the length between an input spike and actual output spike of LITI is a constant in one DTI, the increment of weight could not be varied with changed length of LITI. In other words, regulation rule in Eq. (10) lacks a function of two nearest output spikes for only intervals of input spikes and output spikes are calculated. The method in section 3.2 is only a part of real direct online learning. For this problem, a proportion of two distances based on T ST DP is used. T ST DP is a variant of ST DP where latest spike of current output spike in one output spike train is taken into account. ST DP is an effective learning rule for spiking neural networks. Some excellent research results of ST DP learning algorithms can still be obtained along with development s of SNNs [15] . Besides, algorithms based on ST DP also only depend on firing times, which is not restricted to specific dynamic of spiking neuron models. Although
ST DP is only a rule for unsupervised learning in the beginning, extensions embody relationships of input, actual output and desired output spikes for supervision [21] . For example, ReSuMe can make neurons learn to emit multiple spikes, which has an inevitable biological basis and practical application [23, 24] . The formation of ST DP is Moreover, T ST DP can also be reflex to BCM-like rules, which has better performances in memoritive circuits [36, 37] . Being different from Eq. (14), a proportion is used to replace a difference at the right part. This proportion of distance also has ability to learning, which is same with the difference of distances. Latest spike of original output train in T ST DP is altered to be the nearest output spike before an input spike. Therefore, these distances are one input spike with their nearest output spikes. An example of T ST DP based on the proportion is shown in Fig.7 , which shows that t wo nearest output spikes of the third input spike are and . Because only input spikes before one output spike for this output spike are used in online pattern, the second part of Eq. (14) rule is unused. Eq. (13) can be seen as a simple type of kernel , so the formation of an online supervised learning algorithm based on triple spikes can be expressed formally as: (17) . Eq. (17) uses a difference and a proportion, which can also be seen as an algorithm with a product of two kernels. With a unit of triple spikes based on a difference and a proportion, this algorithm can be called triple-spike-driven (T SD). A spiking neural network (SNN) with architecture of two neuronal layers is used in simulations, where neurons are above described SRM. Due to experiments are used to simulate SN Ns by computer programs with discrete running time, spiking neurons in these programs have to progress in a discrete mode. In this paper, the discrete precision of spiking neuron as a parameter is 0.1 ms. Besides, values of parameters of SRM applied in these experiments are list ed in T able1: time constant of postsynaptic potential τ =7ms, time constant of refractory period τR=80ms, neuronal threshold υ=1mV, and length of absolute refractory period tR=1ms. Many computational methods can be used for . Here, a Laplace kernel as an example is used.
Parameters of T SD are τ + =7ms and τy=7ms. Then, the mathematical representation of T SD with Laplace kernel is given as: 
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In order to evaluate learning performances quantitatively and directly, correlation-based measure C used in many papers [18, 23, 25, 31, 32, and 35] is set to measure the distance between desired and actual output spike trains. The computational formula of C after each learning epoch is 
, where va and vd are vectors representing of actual and desired output spike trains with a Gaussian low-pass filter, va·vd is an inner product of va and vd, and | va |, | vd | are vector modules respectively. Successful learning is accomplished when C equals to 1.
Besides, an efficiency function of epochs is also constructed. Maximum C only could be replaced when C is greater than original one and average increment of every epoch from original one to new one is greater than 10 -5 .
Two learning examples of TSD
In this section, two learning examples are carried on to prove capabilities of T SD in online pattern. One is a simple example and the other is a complex example. The aim of these learning is through training SNNs to emit desired spatial-temporal spike trains. Learning process, learning accuracy and synaptic weights are investigated in every example. Traditional offline pattern of T SD is an offline learning method without triple-spike, which can be transformed from Eq. (5). It is also one form of STKLR [29] . A reason why other algorithms are selected to compare is that they are different types of typical algorithms. ReSuMe is based on synapse plasticity; SPAN uses convolutions of spike trains; nST K is an algorithm of kernel functions for spike trains; Supervised learning algorithms based on gradient descent are not used for they have been developed mostly for simple neuron models lonely, which require analytical expression of state variables and cannot be applied to various neuron models [32] . Besides, some algorithms such as FILT are not used to compare for they are only very adaptive to one type of neuronal models. As a result, algorithms compared in this paper are not limited by neuronal models and adaptive to all spiking 
Discussion

Conclusion and future work
Firing time of spikes can reflected learning results of spiking supervised learning. Selection of spikes used to direct computation is related to evolutional direction. Common number of spikes to compare at each part of the computation is necessary to online learning based on DTI. An online supervised learning algorithm T SD based on triple spikes with spiking times for SNNs is presented in this paper. Combining advantages of simple direct computation of triple spikes and online pattern, this algorithm regulates synaptic weight directly after a spatial-temporal transformation at firing times of output spikes during running process. T SD is shown as an effective and efficient supervised learning algorithm, which make SNNs emit actual output spikes at desired times almost.
